
 

Equity and inclusion focus in support of numeracy goal

 


	Literacy What: Our goal is to develop the literacy skills  of all students embedding all categories of achievement - knowledge, communication, thinking and application.
	Numeracy What: Our goal is to develop the numeracy skills of all students embedding all math processes and categories of achievement - knowledge, communication, thinking and application.
	Literacy How: -develop programming and assessment strategies based  on a continuous  learning cycle and a balanced program-use BAS diagnostic tool and on-going formative assessments to monitor the impact of instruction and determine next steps-build learning walls and resources with students to direct learning (learning goals, success criteria and exemplars)-provide on-going feedback and provide opportunities for students to apply feedback to future assignments-set individual goals for future learning-provide guided instruction for those who have learning gaps which  are precise to their  learning needs -embed real-world and inquiry based learning in tasks
	Numeracy How: -develop programming and assessment strategies based on a continuous learning cycle and a balanced program-use PRIME diagnostic tool and on-going formative assessments (EXIT Tickets) to monitor the impact of instruction and determine next steps-building visual learning resources/walls (math walls) and resources (manipulatives) -provide on-going feedback and provide opportunities for students to apply feedback to future assignments-provided guided instruction for those who have learning gaps -use problem solving and number talks to embed mathematical thinking and communication connected to real world inquiries
	Equity/Literacy: -access learning needs, styles and interests of all students and use this information to guide instruction and set individual learning goals-use culturally responsive materials -develop student voice opportunities and explore relevant social justice topics, tie these into curriculum expectations and instruction -develop individualized programming goals for those who require gap closing  (LLI, Tier 2 and 3 Interventions) 
	Equity/Numeracy: -access learning needs, styles and interests of all students and use this information to guide instruction and set individual learning goals-use culturally responsive materials and topics -connect tasks to student voice opportunities and real world connections-ensure manipulatives and mathematical models are available for all grade levels-develop individualized programming goals for those who require gap closing (Leaps and Bound, Tier 2 and 3 Interventions) 
	Well-Being/Literacy: - build classroom norms and expectations around a growth mindset, collaboration and culturally responsive assessment and programming - direct instruction of learning skills and personal goal setting, encourage leadership in learning with our students- embed Self-Regulation techniques into classroom practices
	Well-Being/Numeracy: - build classroom norms and expectations around a growth mindset, collaboration and culturally responsive assessment and programming - direct instruction of learning skills and personal goal setting, encourage leadership in learning with our students- embed Self-Regulation techniques into classroom practices
	Digital/Literacy: -use digital at the point of instruction, for learning and to communicate/ document learning (both staff and students) in developmentally appropriate manner at all grade levels-virtual classroom set-up for Grade 7 and 8 students to use with their individual Chromebooks (develop digital citizenship, organizational strategies and knowledge with students to allow them to successfully use this  learning platform) -provide digital collaboration and project based inquiry experiences 
	Digital/Numeracy: -use digital at the point of instruction, for instruction and to communicate/ document learning (both staff and students) in developmentally appropriate manner at all grade levels-access virtual manipulatives and other on-line numeracy resources to support learning-use technology to demonstrate learning and expand mathematical knowledge into real world models-provide digital collaboration opportunities  
	School: Viola Desmond Public School
	Principal: Jennifer Brusselers


